
HPS 1653 / PHIL 1610 Essay Questions

Choose one question from the following list.

1.  Is the logical positivist project doomed to failure?

Relevant topics: Logical Positivism/Empiricism; Evidence, Confirmation & Inductivism. 

2.  Can good inductive inferences be justified? Can they even be characterised?

Relevant topics: Evidence, Confirmation & Inductivism.

3.   ’Science is  a  rational  enterprise if  and only if  a  satisfactory justificatory account of 
induction can be given.’ Discuss.

Relevant topics: Evidence, Confirmation & Inductivism; Popper.

4.   Are  non-ad-hoc  modifications  to  falsified  theories  really  any  better  than  ad  hoc 
modifications? Why or why not?

Relevant topics: Popper.

5.  Should Intelligent Design be taught in high school science classes? (Important: in your 
answer, focus your considerations on the perspectives from this course.)

Relevant topics: Popper; Kuhn; Lakatos; Feyerabend.

6.   Should  the  Patient  Protection  and  Affordable  Care  Act  (“Obamacare”)  cover 
“complementary”  or  “alternative”  medicines,  such  as  homeopathy?  (Important:  in  your 
answer, focus your considerations on the perspectives from this course.)

Relevant topics: Popper: Falsificationism; Kuhn; Lakatos; Feyerabend.

7.  ’Evidence is theory-laden.’ What does that mean? Is it true?

Relevant topics: Evidence, Confirmation & Inductivism; Popper; Kuhn; Feyerabend.

8.  What does Kuhn mean by his claim that scientific paradigms are “incommensurable”? 
Can Kuhn’s claim that rival paradigms are incommensurable be made consistent with his 
claim that “the unit of scientific achievement is the solved problem”?

Relevant topics: Kuhn.



9.  Are novel predictions really preferable to non-novel predictions? Why or why not?

Relevant topics: Lakatos.

10.  Was Lakatos an epistemological anarchist in denial?

Relevant topics: Lakatos; Feyerabend.

11.  Is the very idea of “scientific method” an insidious illusion?

Relevant topics: Feyerabend.

12.   Has  the  “Strong  Programme”  in  the  sociology  of  scientific  knowledge  made  the 
philosophy of science obsolete?

Relevant topics: Sociology of Science.

13.  In what ways might science be biased? How best might bias in science be eliminated 
or mitigated?

Relevant topics: Feminist Philosophy of Science.

You may set your own essay question, but you may do so only with my guidance!

Relevant topics are suggested for each question; see the readings for the corresponding 
topics on the syllabus or in the CourseWeb folders—the “for fans only” readings now apply to 
you. You may also wish to consider material from other topics in the course, or you may 
even want additional readings for your essay. Please email me if you would like guidance.

Your essay should be about 1,200 words in length; please no longer than 1,500 words. 
Write in a 12pt typeface that is easy to read (e.g. Calibri, Times New Roman, Palatino). 

Please email your essay to me (acaulton@pitt.edu) in .pdf or .doc/.docx form, or place a 
hardcopy in my pigeonhole in the HPS Dept office on the 10th floor of the Cathedral of 
Learning. The deadline for your essay is 5pm, Friday 14th November 2014.

mailto:acaulton@pitt.edu


Essay writing checklist

Content:

• Analysis.  What,  specifically,  are  the  relevant  points  of  disagreement  between  the 
philosophical positions you examine? Might the authors be talking past each other? Can 
their positions be reconciled?

• Charitable interpretation. Are you describing the best possible versions of the positions you 
discuss?

• Scope.  Have you made judicious choices about what the focus of your essay will be? 
What will you include? What will you exclude? Have you made those choices explicit to 
the reader, where necessary?

• Sticking to the point. Are you answering the question?

• Relevance.  Extraneous information in your essay distracts  the reader from your main 
points. Is everything in your essay relevant to your argument?

Structure:

• Introduction.  Does your introduction summarise your argument? Is it specific  about what 
you will argue?

• Order. Are your individual points dedicated to their own paragraphs? Are the paragraphs 
put in a sensible order?

• Conclusion. Does your conclusion recapitulate your main claims? Any new points should be 
in the main body of your essay.

Philosophical Writing:

• Clarity and precision. Is your writing as clear as it could be? Is it as precise as it could be?

• Define your terms.  Some of the terms you might want to use have contested meanings. 
Have you made clear what you mean by them?

• Making your case. Are you justifying your claims? Are your arguments convincing?

• Thinking through different positions.  Have you discussed potential  objections  to your,  or 
others’ claims? Have you discussed possible replies to those objections?


